Insect baculoviruses strongly potentiate adaptive immune responses by inducing type I IFN
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CORRECTIONS


In the right panel of Figure 5A, the PPVOVA-Triton group should be represented by closed triangles as depicted in the legend. The corrected figure is shown below.


In Results, in the second paragraph, under the heading Analysis of Dectin-Fc Ag binding site, the units displayed for $k_a$ were printed incorrectly. The corrected sentence is shown below.

The rate of association ($k_a$) was $5.6 \times 10^3$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and the rate of dissociation ($k_d$) was $1.14 \times 10^{-3}$/s, signifying that the stability of the complex slightly exceeds its capacity to form.